
July 15, 2022 

Dear Madam President, 

It is with great concern that we address this letter to you over the well-known severe 
problems faced by the interpreters of the European Parliament. 

As regards the facts, the Interactio platform was introduced back in March 2020 without 
previous testing or impact assessment, to guarantee that the Parliament would manage to 
carry on with its functions despite the unprecedented social distancing imposed by the anti-
pandemic policies. Out of professional empathy and a keen sense of duty, interpreters rose 
to the occasion and provided their services despite the unambiguously temporary 
deterioration of their employment conditions with respect to health and safety. 

However, despite the relaxation of relevant measures in the meanwhile, remote participation 
has been still a staple of everyday parliamentary business for more than two years. Obviously, 
this development largely cancels the short-term nature of the abovementioned exceptional 
regime, while the Simultaneous Interpreting Delivery Platforms such as Interactio do not 
practically fulfil the applicable ISO auditory safeguards for listeners (namely ISO20108: 
Simultaneous interpreting - Quality and transmission of sound and image input - 
Requirements). What is more, the decision for reduced booth hours that aimed to counter 
the ill effects of subpar incoming sound was revoked on June 13, thereby establishing a new 
adverse normality for parliamentary interpreters. A testimony to this grave conclusion is 
supported by reliable figures, according to which almost 40% of staff interpreters have 
complained for hearing problems to the EP Medical Service ever Since Interactio launched.  

Complaints have recently come to our attention according to which DG LINC steered clear of 
constructive deliberations to reach a reciprocal new arrangement with the interpreters. 
According to the relevant narrative, although the interpreters submitted a strike notice on 
June 17 for June 27, their representatives were not called upon to join in earnest negotiations 
during the ensuing five working days. Instead, they heeded your plea in good faith and agreed 
to postpone their strike for June 28, to allow for an amicable resolution of the crisis. 

However, instead of returning the courtesy, DG LINC reiterated by testing the confines of the 
Code of Conduct of Multilingualism and of the EU-AIIC Agreement in an unprecedented way 
through last-minute outsourcing of interpreters from external service providers for sensitive 
parliamentary meetings on at least two occasions.1 Apart from the fact that the external 
interpreters have not been accredited for their competency, their qualifications have not 
been assessed against the rigorous EU criteria, and their rates are variable (thus triggering 
unfair wage treatment and a “race to the bottom”), it appears that their performance left a 
lot to be desired in terms of precision and thoroughness, to the point that MEPs should be 
mistrustful of what they hear. 

In a nutshell, apart from the health and professional dignity of the interpreters, there are 
issues at stake which understandably threaten the proper functioning of our institution and 

 
1 AFET Interparliamentary Committee meeting - Monday 27 June, AGRI/DEVE joint meeting - Thursday 30 June 



the quality of core parliamentary activities. I therefore kindly appeal to you for your 
immediate actions to:  

i) Ensure the proper application of the precautionary principle through unremitting 
monitoring of interpreters’ auditory health and effective follow-up;  

ii) Establish and implement concrete binding instructions on the use of recommended 
equipment and technical set-up for remote connections;  

iii) Launch consultation and facilitate arbitration to institute a regulatory framework for 
Multilingual Remote Participation (MRP) interpreting;  

iv) Alleviate pressure from DG LINC on individual interpreters, including through the 
outsourcing of the service provision, which not only debilitates their acknowledged right to 
strike, but also stands against the European Parliament’s recent efforts towards improvement 
of employment conditions and advancement of fair collective agreements. 

Sincerely yours, 

ARVANITIS Konstantinos, MEP, The Left  

 

BARRENA Pernando, MEP, The Left 

BENIFEI Brando, MEP, S&D 

CHAIBI Leila, MEP, The Left 

CORMAND David, MEP, Greens /EFA 

DALY Clare, MEP, The Left 

DURAND Pascal, MEP, Renew Europe  

EICKHOUT Bas, MEP, Greens /EFA 

FREUND Daniel, MEP, Greens /EFA 

GEORGIOU Giorgos, MEP, The Left 

GEORGOULIS Alexis, MEP, The Left 

GRUFFAT Claude, MEP, Greens /EFA 

GUSMÃO José, MEP, The Left 

HAJŠEL Robert, MEP, S&D 



JONGERIUS Agnes, MEP, S&D 

KOULOGLOU Stelios, MEP, The Left 

KOUNTOURA Elena, MEP, The Left 

MATIAS Marisa, MEP, The Left 

MAUREL Emmanuel, MEP, The Left 

MAVRIDES Costas, MEP, S&D 

MEBAREK Nora, MEP, S&D 

MELCHIOR Karen, MEP, Renew Europe 

PEREIRA Sandra, MEP, The Left 

PIMENTA LOPES João, MEP, The Left 

PINEDA Manu, MEP, The Left 

PISAPIA Giuliano, MEP, S&D 

REGO Sira, MEP, The Left 

RIPA Manuela, MEP, Greens /EFA 

STRIK Tineke, MEP, Greens /EFA 

VAN SPARRENTAK Kim, MEP, Greens /EFA 

WALLACE Mick, MEP, The Left 

WOLTERS Lara, MEP, S&D 


